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Question
[IMAGE] Along with Guy Pearce and Hugo Weaving, who played a drag queen in the
1994 film "Priscilla, Queen of the Desert"?
[IMAGE] By what nickname is the first national flag of the Confederate States of
America more commonly known?
[IMAGE] Which Jewish-American poet (1926 - 1997) is pictured here?
[IMAGE] Which Czech model advertised Wonder Bras in the 1990s?
[IMAGE] Which British journalist and TV presenter (b. 1957) is pictured here?
[IMAGE] Who served as chief of staff to former Prime Minister Tony Abbott from
September 2013 to September 2015?
[IMAGE] What is this species of North American ungulate? Capable of speeds of up
to 90 km per hour, it is the second fastest land mammal after the cheetah.
[IMAGE] Which noxious weed is pictured here?
[IMAGE] What nationality is former professional golfer Frank Nobilo (b. 1960)?
[IMAGE] Which American actress (1900-1974) played Endora on the US TV series
"Bewitched"?
An alcoholic drink taken before a meal is an aperitif. By what term is the after-dinner
equivalent known?
Name either of the African countries in which the Serengeti ecosystem is located.

13 In 1911, who became the first person to reach the South Pole?
14 What is the largest moon in the Solar System?
Which architectural feature is similar to a gargoyle (with which they are often
15
confused), but unlike gargoyles do not contain a water spout through the mouth?
Although the precise location is unknown, the Eureka Stockade rebellion of 1854
16
took place in or near which town?
What title is shared by a 1997 Annie Proulx short story, a 2005 film directed by Ang
17
Lee, and a 2014 opera?
18 Who is the Patron Saint of chastity, gardeners and girls, among others?
19 What is the capital city of Bali?
20
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In use from c. 1200 to 150 BC and itself derived from Egyptian hieroglyphs, what is
the world's oldest known alphabet, from which all western alphabets originate?
In Greek mythology, who fatally wounded Achilles by shooting an arrow into his
heel?
The disease quinsy is an inflammation of which part of the human body?
Which English chemist's (1920-1958) role in the understanding the molecular
structures of DNA was only recognised posthumously? The lack of credit during her
lifetime was chiefly due to gender bias.
Which horse placed second in the 2011, 2013 and 2014 Melbourne cups?
Bishop, bell, poet and pagoda are all varieties of what?
Which cousin of the Roman Emperor Nero and third wife of the Emperor Claudius
was executed for infidelity in 48 AD?
Which author created the literary character Tarzan?

Which term, first coined in 1964, describes the broad accent of Australian English
and its associated vernacular?
Which late American actor provided the voiceover for Michael Jackson’s "Thriller"
29
video?
30 Horseradish sauce originated in which country?
28
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What active ingredient forms the bird's nest in Chinese birds nest soup?
Tiana is a title character in which 2009 Disney film?
Gillian Rolton has won two Olympic gold medals for Australia in which sport?
Name any two South American countries that are named after people.
Before aircraft, the Wright brothers manufactured what everyday items?
Which Australian portrayed Prince Hector in the 2004 movie "Troy"?
C2H6O is the chemical formula which everyday product?
The town of Nokia is located on the banks of the Nokianvirta River in which
38
European country?
Baseball Hall-of-Famer Lawrence Peter "Yogi" Berra played most of his career in
39
which position?
Their albums include "Paranoid" (1970) and "Master of Reality" (1971). Which band
40
did MTV rank as the Greatest Metal Band of all time?
41 Which foreign language is Kevin Rudd fluent in?
42 US guitarist Dick Dale (b. 1937) is most closely associated with which sport?
The 2004 movie "The Passion of the Christ" contained dialogue in Latin, ancient
43
Hebrew, and which other language?
Which British physicist and engineer (1824-1907) is credited with coining the term
44
"kinetic energy"?
Constructed in the late 16th and early 17th centuries, what is the oldest extant
45
bridge over the river Seine?
46 What is the name of Virgin Australia's complimentary in-flight magazine?
The Semites are a group of people supposedly descended from which of Noah's
47
sons?
48
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Which Italian university, Europe's oldest, lends its name to the accord making
academic degrees and quality assurance standards comparable across the EU?
"I'm Gonna Wash That Man Right Outa My Hair" and "Some Enchanted Evening" are
songs from which stage musical?
Who is currently coach of the Wallabies?
Where would an antimacassar most likely be found?
Later turned into a film, which American author's debut 1976 novel was titled
"Interview with the Vampire"?
Lexus is the luxury division of which automaker?
To which wife was King Henry VIII married for the longest duration?

55 Which author rode Devon Loch in the 1956 British Grand National?
56 Zimbabwe won its first ever Olympic gold in 1980 in which sport?
Which year saw both the first cricket Test Match and the first Wimbledon tennis
57
championships?
58 What gun does James Bond mostly use? Make and model please!
59 "The Carrie Diaries" is a prequel to which other television series?
Which song, a hit for various performers over the years, contains these lyrics: "Time
60 would come for roll call / Time for us to part / Darling I'd caress you and press you to
my heart"?
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